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Presentation Notes
Presentation prepared by Paul R. Lusignan, Historian, National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service, for Traditional Cultural Places workshop, March 2018 The presentation will discuss the identification, evaluation, and documentation of traditional cultural places in the United States from the perspective of the National Register of Historic Places program. PAUL LUSIGNAN, HISTORIAN, NRHP



Traditional Cultural Places 
 ORIGINS 
  

 1980 Amendments to the National Historic Preservation 
Act (NHPA) 
 Preserve, conserve, and encourage the continuation of 

the diverse traditional prehistoric, historic, ethnic, and folk 
cultural traditions that underlie and are a living expression 
of our American heritage. 
 

 1992 Amendments to the NHPA 
 Properties of traditional religious and cultural importance 

to an Indian tribe or native Hawaiian organization may be 
determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
(470a(d)(6)(A)) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stimulus/Impetus rather than origins1980 Amendments Were basically a call to look beyond the normal historic property, the grand Greek Revival, the homes of our founding fathers.  To those sites that might have slipped through the cracks.  Those associated with folk or vernacular lifeways, diverse ethnic groups, and Native American cultures (Native American Indian, Alaska natives, Native Hawaiians).  Followed by 1992 AmendmentsNot to say that concept of listing such sites in NR did not occur before, in fact several properties that we would now call today TCPs were listed well prior to 1980. But the amendments forced the NR and the NPS to develop better guidance on how to look at these resources, resulting in NR Bulletin 38 Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties .



Traditional Cultural Places 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 El 
Tiradito, 
Arizona, 
(NR 1971) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As early as 1971 sites of traditional cultural significance were being assessed and included in the NR. May not have termed them as such, but clearly dealing with a location of special character and significance to a local cultural group.A Shrine important to the local Hispanic community that they return to year after year to pray, ask for favors, simply say thanks.    



Traditional Cultural Places 

 Soda Rock 
(Chi’ichu’yam-bam),  
California (NR 2003)  

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More common TCP  --  Native American sitesSmall sites.Soda Rock (Chi’ichu’yam-bam), Plumas County, California (NR 2003) Associated: Maidu (Mi Du) The Maidu live in Northern California. They reside in the central Sierra Nevada, in the drainage area of the Feather and American Rivers. In Maiduan languages, Maidu means "person". The TCP Site features prominently in the creation accounts of the Mountain Maidu peoples and is a site of continuing traditional practices and beliefs.  Collection areas, prayer sites, medicinal healing sites, and springs all adjacent to rock outcrop along Indian Creek.  No archeological sites identified, eligibility and boundary based solely on traditional ethnographic and oral history sources. Dome rises 180' above stream.  Abandoned quarry affected—physical integrity–as did highway-electrical wires, but not to traditional users.Nominated by Forest Service.  Determined Eligible 1983.   Ongoing consultation with local tribes regarding use and protection, including work to document.



Traditional Cultural Places 

 Zuni Salt Lake, New 
Mexico  (NR/DOE 1999) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large SitesZuni Salt Lake, New Mexico (NR/DOE 1999) Associated: Zuni & other SW tribes.Sacred lake and gathering place for salt; Home of Salt Mother; 182,000+ acres.  Includes lake, ceremonial trails leading to it within basin, and 610 known archeological sites.   Issues: Owner objections to inclusion of ranchlands, coal mining development projects in area, Documentation of trails and “protected zone.   (Criteria A, B & D  182,406 acres) [3]Lake & Cinder ConeShoreline & saltBasin & trails from Santa Rita Mesa.  Difficulties:  Large areas, little built resources, documenting difficult, establishing boundaries, sensitive information.



Traditional Cultural Places 

 Traditional Cultural Place (Property) [TCP] 
 

 Can be defined generally as one that is eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register because of its 
association with cultural practices or beliefs of a 
living community that are rooted in that 
community's history and are important in 
maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the 
community. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important aspects underlined: Cultural practices OR beliefs  (not just areas of physical use or ongoing practices, but also sites tied to beliefs, stories, deities.)Living community (has to be an identifiable community with historic ties) Rooted in that community's history  (there  must be time depth to the activities/practices or beliefs as evidenced by ethnographic information, archaeology, or oral history).Maintaining cultural identity (pivotal role, not just something old, what makes it eligible is the relative importance to the group.)



Traditional Cultural Places 
 Examples: 

 
 A location associated with traditional beliefs of a Native 

American tribe, 
 A rural community with buildings and patterns of land use 

which reflect long standing cultural traditions,  
 An urban neighborhood representing the traditional home to 

a group that reflects the distinctive cultural patterns, beliefs or 
practices of that group, 

 A location of ceremonies of a Native American tribe, 
 A location where a community has traditionally carried out 

economic, artistic, or other cultural practices important in 
maintaining historic identity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Holy mountain, world origin sites, traditional stories; whether or not physical activities take place there, Amish in PA, Gullah in Carolinas, Chinatown  Spirit questing locations, medicine wheels, dance sites.Reed gathering site for traditional basket weaving, traditional huckleberry gathering locations.Traditional fishing locations, ceremonial locations, wild rice gathering locations.  



Traditional Cultural Places 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bear Butte, Meade County, South Dakota. [NR 1973].  This butte is associated with the cultural beliefs of the Cheyenne Indians and other regional Indian tribes.  The revered prophet Sweet Medicine learned how the Cheyenne should live and act at this location.  					Los Matachines de El Rancho Site, Santa Fe County, New Mexico [DOE 1991] The site is the location where a New Mexico Hispanic community has conducted its matachines dances in a specific area since the early 1900s.  Snoqualamie Falls, WA, King County, Washington, [DOE 1992; NR 2009] dramatic natural waterfall figures in the creation myth of the Snoqualmie people and serves as an important location of powerful waterfall spirits that continue to guide the lives of the local people.  Despite impact of hydroelectric plant at the falls, the area retains its spiritual and cultural importance to users as well as its general physical integrity of feeling and association.  (90 Acres-Criterion A)Tahquitz Canyon, Riverside County, California. [NR 1972]  The site is associated with Tahquitz, a Cahuilla Indian demigod who figures importantly in the tribe's traditions and is said to occupy an obsidian cave high in the canyon. 



Traditional Cultural Places 

Lily Point, Washington 

 Oak 
Flat, AZ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chi’ chil Bildagoteel Historic District (Oak Flat), Pinal County, Arizona [NR 2016].  Sacred to Apaches and other Native Americans, the cultural landscape plays a vital role in tribal ceremonies, traditions, and culture.  Also known as Oak Flat, the district has been a place where Native Americans in the region have gone to pray, to conduct ceremonial dances, to gather acorns for sustenance, to collect medicines and ceremonial items, and to seek and obtain peace and personal cleansing. (4557 Acres-Criteria A, B, C, D)Chelhtenem (Lily Point), Whatcom County, Washington. [DOE 1994] Large prehistoric/historic village site and fishery area evidenced by archeological remains.  The area also contains natural features associated with ongoing traditional cultural and spiritual practices of the Lummi, Saanich, and Semihamoo Indians connected with spiritual powers and salmon culture.  (1231 Acres)Coast Salish Native Peoples maintained their primary reef net fishery and a summer village for as many as 500 people at Lily Point.  Here the Lummi ancestors each year performed their most important “first salmon” ceremony to assure the annual return of the fish they depended on.



Ingredients for a Successful 
TCP Nomination 

 Consultation 
 

 Context 
 

 Multiple Lines of Evidence  
 

 Integrity 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ConsultationContextMultiple Lines of EvidenceIntegrity



 
TCP Ingredients 
 

 Consultation 
 
 Early & Often 
 Government – to – Government 
 With Appropriate/Knowledgeable Individuals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early & Often	No more important ingredient than direct and open consultation between parties.	Hopefully beyond the era of the 30 day notice (Tell us about every site of significance to you in this area within the next 30 days and mark them on a map, or we move on.)	Develop working relationships with interested parties (before project).	Proactive operations (surveys, sensitivity areas, site types/typology).	Feedback (Not a take the information and run process, but constant feedback).	Awareness of sensitivity (Flexibility in approach)Government to Government 	U.S. governmental legal requirements largely with respect to Section 106.Knowledgeable individuals	Almost without exception identification of TCP will require direct consultation with traditional community.  	(Primary role of oral history)  Identification, integrity, continuing value.   



 
TCP Ingredients 
 

 Context 
 
 TCPs do not exist in a vacuum 
 Context versus Details  
 Relative significance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ContextTCPs do not exist in a vacuumContext versus Details   The more context provided the less sensitive details may be necessary.   (Basket weaving – grass gathering sites – specific activities.)(Cosmology – dieties – natural features – sites of ceremonial activities – value of activities to group - specific activities.) Relative significance -  Most difficult to discern.  Getting at the level of significance for a particular site compared to others.A common assessment for building folks, where a comparative context analysis is an essential part of a nomination.  Not every old building or farm is significant merely for being an old building or farm, or an example of a particular style.  The property must be placed in context with others out there to determine which are truly significant.  The same is true for TCPs, but different.Sometimes there is a disconnect between something being associated with traditions and a place being eligible for NR.  Not one in the same.(My boyhood house--no one can tell me that I do not value it.  An arrowhead artifact seen as a sign of Native American forefathers that the tribe values and treasures.  It is not our job to say that is not how you value it, but it may be our job to say that not every individual arrowhead meets the NR criteria.) 



TCP Ingredients 

 Multiple Lines of Evidence  
 

 Ethnographic  
 Ethnohistory 
 Archeology 
 Oral History 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple Lines of Evidence	Ethnographic	EthnohistoryArcheologyOral HistoryBest documentation efforts will incorporate all or most of these elements.   The more information you can bring to bear in support of your case the better.  Particularly in the case of controversial or disputed nominations or Determinations of eligibility.This is not unlike any other NR nominations (buildings, structures, districts, archeology).  Not a requirement to have all lines.  In many cases, there may not be direct evidence from other sources.  If not perhaps the discussion of the context can provide sufficient understanding. When oral history is the only source.	Hearing a lot lately about "Verification of oral history/oral traditions."	Easy to accept oral history as lone source when all in agreement, more difficult when controversy. I think we here all accept oral history as a viable line of evidence and perhaps the only one that may turn up for a particular site. And it is easy to accept oral history as the sole evidence for a TCP site when all parties are in concurrence and are on comfortable speaking terms.  But many of the determinations of eligibility that we see (and many more we don't) involve outside parties that will try very hard to negate any evidence for a determination of eligibility.   I think why we preach multiple lines of evidence and "verify if possible" when dealing with TCPs is the ability to use these various lines of evidence to refute questions from outside the CRM community.   It would take a very self-assured FPO/Keeper/SHPO to  go with a single oral history to declare a TCP in the face of a withering attack from a project proponent.   Maybe that is the way it should be, but we even hesitate on making those decisions for other types of site, requesting the strongest case possible when owner objections raise a host of minor issues.   It should also be made clear that "multiple lines of evidence" can sometimes even mean multiple occurrences of similar oral histories.  One person saying an oral tradition is a lone voice, three or four repeating the same traditions from various perspectives is a potential "community." Bulletin 38  "In considering the eligibility of a property that contains no observable evidence of human activity, however, the documentary or oral evidence for the association of the property with traditional events, activities or observances should be carefully weighed and assessed. The National Register discourages the nomination of natural features without sound documentation of their historical or cultural significance." "Many cultural uses may have left little or no physical evidence, and may not have been noted by ethnographers or early visitors to the area. Some such uses are explicitly kept from outsiders by members of the group ascribing significance to the property. Indirect evidence and inference must be weighed carefully, by or in consultation with trained ethnographers, ethnohistorians, and other specialists, and professional judgments made that represent one's best, good-faith interpretation of the available data."If oral history is sole basis, important to document who is source, what expertise, what is connection to traditional community.  To bolster argument.Make sure the information is provided by the best "expert" opinion. Make sure to develop time depth of oral tradition, when possible.   Assure historic site.          



TCP Ingredients 

 
 Integrity 
 

 Physical 
 Associative 
 Whose Perspective 

 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 



Traditional Cultural Places 

 I’itoi Mo’o (Montezuma’s Head), 
Arizona (NR 1994)  

 Mt. Shasta, California (DOE) 
 White Eagle Park, Oklahoma, 

(NR 2007) 
E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’itoi Mo’o (Montezuma’s Head), Arizona (NR 1994) Associated: Tohono O’OdhamRock formation is sacred to the Tohono O'odham people. According to their tradition the rock outcrop is associated with the deity I'itio and his instructions to the people about living and surviving in the desert.  Continued place of traditional cultural practices and pilgrimages. Mt. Shasta, CaliforniaWhite Eagle Park, White Eagle Park, Kay County, Oklahoma. [NR 2007] Dating to the establishment of the Ponca Reservation in 1877-78, the site has been the location of significant cultural practices associated with the religious and social life of the Ponca Nation since their relocation from Nebraska.  Used as a ceremonial and social event center, as well as a dance ring and powwow grounds, the park continues to represent a site of critical importance to the Ponca and their tribal identity.  The site itself is imbued with particular cultural importance owing to its associations with the earliest settlement and encampments of tribal members in their new Oklahoma home. 



Traditional Cultural Places 

 Sweet Grass Hills, 
Montana (DOE 
1993) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sweet Grass Hills, Montana (DOE 1993; Insufficient Info) Associated: Blackfeet/Cree/N PlainsSeries of landforms and distinctive buttes comprising sacred sites to several Northern Plains tribes. Includes sites associated with creation stories,legends, traditional practices.  Issue: Defining boundaries as Butte tops, entire Buttes, Buttes and surrounding landscapes.  Butte Tops where archeologists found evidence of use? Entire Butte that ethnographic stories tie to specific deities?Collection of Buttes in general proximity that constitute an important cultural landscape , where space in between is not empty but full of power or traditional activity locations used when in proximity to buttes. Really multiple lines of evidence and perspective of community. 



Medicine Wheel   
(Big Horn Mountains, Wyoming) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Originally individually designated as a 110-acre National Historic Landmark in 1970 
without including much of  the adjacent, Traditional Cultural Landscape or the 
directly related but distant Medicine Mountain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally individually designated as a 110-acre National Historic Landmark in 1970 without including much of the adjacent, Traditional Cultural Landscape or the directly related but distant Medicine MountainOne of few TCPs designated at national level for association with multiple tribes and as one of best examples of its property type.  Most TCPs by definition with be locally significant under Criterion A for the value to a local traditional community or group. 



Medicine Wheel and Medicine Mountain NHL District        
(Traditional Cultural Property - Big Horn Mountains, Wyoming) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Medicine Wheel (small circle near  the center of  photo) within the context of  
the larger, Traditional Cultural Landscape (4080 acres) that includes Medicine 
Mountain. (top of  photo) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medicine Wheel (small circle near  the center of photo) within the context of the larger, Traditional Cultural Landscape (4080 acres) that includes Medicine Mountain. (top of photo)Understanding the traditional use, practices, values ascribed to the area changed the understanding of the site, from an archaeological curiosity to a cultural landscape. 



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Map showing the boundary of  the expanded 4080-acres Medicine Wheel and 
Medicine National Historic Landmark as updated in 2011 to include both the 
wheel, the mountain, related ceremonial/sacred sites, etc., within a broad 
Traditional Cultural Landscape.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new, expanded, 4080-acre boundary for the  2011 NHL District is drawn to include adjacent contiguous areas  beyond the original 110 acres included in the 1970 NHL designation of Medicine Wheel alone .  The expansion is supported by ethnographic and archeological research  completed subsequent to 1970.  The purpose for the expansion is to include  key ceremonial locations, including water sources used for ceremonies and access routes to the Medicine Wheel  within the broader Traditional Cultural Landscape. 



Traditional Cultural “Landscape” 

 What is a Cultural Landscape?   
 Is not a new NR “property type” 
 Is a alternative/complementary approach to viewing a 

NR property 
 Inclusive, holistic, broad,  
 Acknowledges natural/ecological aspects in addition to 

“built” resources, 
 Associated with or in line with traditional perspectives. 
  

Cultural landscape—a geographic area, including both natural and cultural 
resources, including the wildlife or domestic animals therein, that has been 
influenced by or reflects human activity or was the background for an event or person 

significant in human history.  

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a cultural landscape? Nominations must still refer to building, site, structure, object or district.  Most TCPs are defined as “sites” or “districts.” Changing the focus of nominations from the micro level—identifying a small narrowly-defined feature—to a more macro view understanding the possible interrelationship of features with one another and the interrelationship of features with the surrounding natural area(s)/landscape.   Often requires a deeper understanding of the traditional perspective regarding specific sites and/or natural areas.  A National Register “district” is often seen as a collection of pin points on a map or in a building inventory, when in fact it is the whole that is the significant entity—the pin points and the areas between.   When looking at TCP that area between may often represent natural features and topography that defined the resource or the special nature of an area where significant features may be located.      Cultural Landscape may also reflect multiple layers of human use—prehistoric, historic settlement, modern development, and traditional values, all shaped by a particular setting or physical landscape.   Continuity of significance may reflect one “culture” or several evolving patterns. Cultural landscape—a geographic area, including both natural and cultural resources, including the wildlife or domestic animals therein, that has been influenced by or reflects human activity or was the background for an event or person significant in human history. (Robert Melnick, Cultural Landscapes: Rural Historic Districts in the National Park System, NPS, Park Historic Architecture Division, 1984, p. 66). Major point is to not get hung up on terminology, but base NR evaluations and assessments on the qualities of an area and the traditional cultural significance.  



  Traditional Cultural Places  
        Issues 
 Not all TCPs are sacred sites 

 
 Not all sacred sites are TCPs 

 
 Sacred Sites often represent an 

access issue 
 

 Who is an "expert?" 
 

 Sensitivity issues / Section 304 
of NHPA  
 

 What constitutes a “traditional” 
community? 
 

 What constitutes enough 
consultation? 
 
 

 Is “continuity of use” by a 
traditional community essential? 
 Evolving uses of 

resources by a traditional 
community; “continuity of 
association” 
 

 Stronger emphasis on  
community/group-based        
knowledge and traditions 
 

 Broad ethnographic landscapes 
versus narrow sites 
 

 Property boundaries 
 

 Resource integrity 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all TCPs are sacred sites-Not all sacred sites are TCPsFirst not all TCPs are associated with Native American tribesSecondly, From the Native American perspective, not all TCPs are associated with "religious" practices.  Gathering locations, teaching sites, medicinal gathering, pow-wow/social activities/birthplace of tribe  But many TCPs do represent sacred sites, usually the easiest to identify,Not all Sacred sites are TCPsNot all sacred sites have the time depth to be TCPs eligible for listingTCP/NR is a management/planning toolSacred Sites represent an access issueTCP is not a property rights issue, designation does not change ownership, use, or management, but Sacred Sites designation may be grounds for seeking legal accessWho is the "expert?“  Who determined who is the “expert?”Sensitivity issues / Section 304 of NHPA It is not the tribal ceremonial practice, or any religious practice, itself that is protected, and knowledge of the contents of a ceremony is not part of land management assessment for National Register eligibility.  Rather, it is the properties, which have a connection to the practices, which are identified and reviewed for eligibility. 



∗   Currently, a TCP is not, repeat, not a distinct  
and separate National Register property type…   
 

Rather, it is an overlay of  traditional cultural 
significance that may be associated with a 
property otherwise listed in or eligible for listing 
in the National Register  = building, structure, 
district, object, site.   

 
∗ TCP recognition is not limited to properties 

associated with Native Americans, Alaska 
Natives, or Native Hawaiians. 

Reminders: 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Bohemian Hall and Beer Garden 
   National Register Traditional Cultural Property, 

Queens, NY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional Examples. Bohemian Hall and Park, Queens County, New York [NR 2001]  Rare surviving example of a once prolific property type integral to the cultural life and traditions of New York City’s Czech immigrants.  The Bohemian Citizens Benevolent Society social hall and beer garden (c.1910) was home to numerous Sokol clubs, Czech language schools, Slavic drama and choral groups, as well as a vibrant social gathering point and remains important to the cultural continuity of the city’s local Czech immigrant population. (1 Acre-Criteria A & C )



Additional Case Studies 

 Lawetlat’la (Mount St. 
Helens,  Washington (NR 
2013) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lawetlat’la (Mt. St. Helens), Skamania/Cowlitz County, Washington [NR 2013]  An important sacred mountain to  local Native American groups, including the Cowlitz Indian Tribe and the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Nation.  The natural landform is directly associated with events significant to the history of these groups, including traditions about their origins and establishment.  A place of exceptional spirit power, the mountain reflects important traditional cultural beliefs rooted in tribal history and important in maintaining the cultural continuity of thelocal tribal communities.  (12,501 Acres-Criterion A)



Integrity ?? From whose perspective? 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When is integrity a concern… and when is it not.   It may depend on your perspective.  The perspective to consider most highly would be that of the traditional community. 



Rice Bay, MI  -  Traditional Gathering Site 

 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rice Bay, Gogebic County, Michigan [NR 2015] The bay is the site of the annual traditional wild rice harvest for the Ojibwe people, a yearly gathering of Ojibwe from the surrounding region, many of whom maintained a semi-nomadic way of life well into the 1880s. The harvest continues to prompt an annual gathering of band members, as well as guests from other bands, to partake in an act which remains to this day a critical component of Ojibwe culture and identity.



Tishawnik, Humboldt County, California.  

 Tishawnik, CA  (NR 
2014) 

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tishawnik, Humboldt County, California. [DOE-owner objection 2012, Listed  2015]  The Klamath River site is a place of ongoing traditional cultural and ceremonial value to the Karuk Tribe of northern California.  It is a site of essential importance to the traditional Karuk community as a ceremonial center associated with longstanding cultural practices including world renewal ceremonies.  Site features and landscape elements at Tishawnik are critical to maintaining traditional cultural knowledge and tribal identity.  (50 acres-Criterion A)  [A component of the much larger Karok Panamenik World Renewal Ceremony District, (DOE 1978), designated prior to re-establishment of the traditional dance ceremonies.]    



Nantucket Sound  

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nantucket Sound Determination of Eligibility , MASection 106 evaluation emerging from proposed offshore Wind Turbine Energy Park between Martha’s Vineyard, Nantucket Island, and Massachusetts coast. 



Nantucket Sound TCP 

 Enthographic 
 Archaeological 
 Ceremonial 

 
E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In talking with, consulting with, and investigating the offshore wind turbine area, multiple lines of evidence came together to show that Nantucket Sound was more than just a natural body of water off the coast, but was in fact seen as an important cultural landscape to several coastal New England tribes. Ethnographic research uncovered the tales of Mashup an important deity whose travels created the Sound and the physical landscape inhabited by the tribes.Oral history substantiated the continuity of these stories as part of contemporary tribal identity.Just offshore, on Horseshoe Shoal, archeological evidence identified former village and burial sites now inundated by the Sound.Most importantly direct consultation with area tribes identified areas of the Sound used for ceremonial purposes.  The most pertinent being the tribes “welcoming of the sunrise” practices across the Sound.  A practice in direct threat from the proposed installation of offshore wind turbines.  Result was traditional cultural property/place/district/landscape determined eligible for listing in the NR.        



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

 



Badger-Two Medicine Traditional 
Cultural District 
  

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Badger-Two Medicine Traditional Cultural District, MT  DOE 2002, expansion 2014.The remote wilderness area of the Badger-Two Medicine Traditional Cultural District is associated with the significant oral traditions and cultural practices of the Blackfoot people, who have used the lands for traditional purposes for generations and continue to value the area as important to maintaining their community’s continuing cultural identity.  Under Criterion B, the area is directly associated with culturally important spirits, heroes, and historic figures central to Blackfoot religion, traditional practices, and tribal lifeways.  The area also contains significant archeological features supporting both the time depth of the traditional use in the area and important information regarding tribal use and adaptation within the mountainous area.   The expanded Badger-Two Medicine Traditional Cultural District area represents a place of extreme power for the Blackfoot tribal community, providing tribal members a place to conduct important prayer, hunting, and plant and paint gathering activities.  Particularly as life on the reservation changed, the expanded Badger-Two Medicine area became a significant “region of refuge” for many tribal members.  A place where they could hunt, gather plants and other resources and conduct their spiritual practices with little or no interference.  While the original 2002 determination of eligibility focused on recognized mountain peaks, the new documentation provides a more holistic and inclusive view of the region identifying a broader range of significant themes, property types, traditional forms of activities, and important places and resources, as guided by ongoing oral and ethnographic dialog with Blackfoot elders, traditional cultural practitioners, and land users intimately knowledgeable about the project area. 



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A 

National Register of Historic 
Places 

www.nps.gov/nr 
 

Paul_Lusignan@nps.gov 
202-354-2229 

National Park Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr
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